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Next to the death of a loved one, the ending of a relationship is the most painful experience most

people will ever go through. Coming Apart is a first-aid kit for getting through the ending. It is a tool

that will enable you to live through the end of your relationship with your self-esteem intact.Daphne

Rose Kingma, the undisputed expert on matters of the heart, explores the critical facets of

relationship breakdowns:Love myths: why we are really in relationshipsThe life span of loveThe

emotional and unconscious processes of partingHow to get through the endingHow to create a

personal workbook for finding resolutionOriginally published in 1987, and continuously in print since

then, with more than half a million copies sold, Coming Apart has been an important resource for

hundreds of thousands of readers experiencing the pain and stress of a break-up. For anyone going

through the ending of a relationship Kingma is a caring, sensitive guide. This re-packaged edition

includes a new introduction by the author.
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I read an older edition of this book about 7 years ago when my marriage was ending. I have tons of

self-help books on my shelves from that period in my life. One of the reviews below panned this

book because he/she thought it would be horrible for someone who was 'on the fence' about ending

a relationship. I don't think this is the book for that type of person - there are plenty of others out

there for someone who wants to try to salvage their relationship. This book is for someone who has

done everything they can to keep things together or to feel the same love (or ANY love) for the

person they once cared for, but they don't. Or it's for the person who has been dumped and has



tried everything to get their love back but can't. It's over. Now what can you do to accept and

understand it? This book will help you to understand why the relationship ended and why you two

got together in the first place. It's a wonderful book for that purpose and I would recommend it to

anyone who's going through the pain of a breakup.

I think each new relationship would benefit so much if all parties were to read this before going IN!

Kingma challenges us to look at the myth that relationships "should last forever" --and consequently

why our self-esteem takes such a beating when they actually don't! (Surprise!) Her basic premise is

that relationships are a series of processes by which we complete developmental tasks in our life

journey of self-discovery/creation. Case studies illustrate how this plays out in the various

ways.From reading this book, I gained much comfort and understanding about my

present-coming-apart-relationship. Although I initiated it, I was feeling much pain. The clarity that I

gained--about why we choose the partners we do--helped to stop the angst. Such gems of simple

yet profound wisdom: "Love...does not conquer all. Real love, enduring love...is the quiet recognition

and ongoing appreciation of another person, the experience of continually sharing what is important

to you."The chapters on pampering yourself, and the rituals for completion are absolutely valuable!I

feel heartened and strengthened by her words in the chapter "Is there Love After Love?":

"Eventually we all get to the place where--except for fine-tunings and refinements-we have learned

pretty much who we are. We have sorted out our preferences from the vast number of possibilities

we all have as human beings, and we know what we want to spend our lives doing...""...You will

love and have a happy life with the person whose looks, nature, habits, preferences, values and

priorities call forth the truest expression of yourself, the person who invites you to blossom and

grow."This book is kind of a condensed version of the "Future of Love" which I also highly

recommend. (I bought several copies of each of these to share with friends.)

Of all the books I've read on divorce and separation, this was the first to make me feel okay about

the end of my marriage - the first to make me realize that even though I could have been a better

partner it wasn't all my fault, or all his, even though he was the one who left.Sometimes we get out

of a relationship what we needed at the time, and then when that stage of our personal development

has been completed, we no longer need that particular partner, and we find out that the partnership

is empty and lifeless. We see that really we have very little to say to each other, no shared activities

or common values or intellectual affinities, and no real connection is happening.The book does not

gloss over the pain and confusion of a separation, but it does take away some of the self-doubt and



self-blame that come with it. If you are ready to accept the fact that your marriage or relationship is

really over, then this is the book for you.

A friend recommended I read this while going through a breakup last year. He recommended I read

the last chapter first, and then read the rest of the book, especially since I was regretting my

decision to break off the relationship. The last chapter helped me realize that the relationship was

not worth preserving, and then helped me identify the natural phases of mourning the end of that

relationship. This book helped me get through the pain, but also see the growth potential through

the whole experience. Now, a year later, I'm in a healthy relationship that is fulfilling -- basically

everything my past relationship wasn't.I passed this book onto another friend who is going through a

tough breakup, and plan to order it for yet another friend. Everyone who is going through a breakup

needs a box of tissue, a couple cartons of Ben and Jerry's, Alanis Morriset's "Jaged Little Pill" CD, a

good friend who will listen to you, and this book.

This book will not make the pain go away. But, it will give you a perspective you'd be hard-pressed

to find anywhere else. When I was suffering from a broken heart, I read a ton of books about

relationships and feeling better. This is the only book that came close to making me heal. "Coming

Apart" will truly help you understand what goes wrong with relationships. And, by explaining the

simple fact that relationships, like anything else, do have a lifespan, this book helps immensely.

What a relief it was when I could stop wondering what was wrong with me that made my spouse

leave? Now I know, this happens to relationships. Like I said, it won't cure your broken heart, but it

will give you the insight you need and the wisdom that no other book will.
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